Residence Halls marked
with threatening grarriti
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Contributing Editors
On Wednesday, Oct. 30, discriminatory graffiti was discovered on
two residential halls. The identities
of the vandals are unknown at this
time, but University officials are
currently investigating the incident,
which allegedly occurred between
2:15 and 8:15 a.m.
Security reported nothing unusual
during the suspected time of the incident. They responded with a
prompt investigation once the incident was reported. Handwriting

analysis points to the involvement
of more than one perpetrator.
Dean Judith Kay, during an open
forum of community leaders late
Wednesday afternoon, said that the
vandalism was in violation of Standards One and Two of the
University's Student Integrity Code.
The violation of Standard One occurred because certain parts of the
vandalism were aimed at particular
students. The code prohibits "any
conduct, including racial, ethnic, or
sexual discrimination, threatening
remarks or gestures which are directly and specifically intended for
another individual."
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Standard Two was broken because
the vandalism was a threat to students' security.
These infringements raise questions concerning freedom of speech.
These and other issues were discussed at a meeting in Harrington
Hall and other gatherings on
Wednesday. Students leaders are
currently organizing activities to
help combat the spread of racial
prejudice on campus.
In response to the vandalism,
Associate Dean Jeanette DiScala
commented, "even if it is intended
as a joke, I and the University take
this matter seriously. It is harmful
and violates community standards."
The vandalism, perpetrated with
a stolen purple dry erase marker, was
found on the outside walls of both
Harringion and Anderson-Langdon
Halls and inside Harringion. The
bulk of the graffiti was located on a
ledge between Anderson-Langdon
and Harringion. Writing on the
ledge included scrawls threatening
racial, religious and societal groups,
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DESPITE CONCERNS ABOUT SECURITY and
rumored cancellations, Toel tockcd the
Ficidhouse without much ineid.cnt on Thursday.
Oct. 24. See review on pae S.
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Candidates address environment at Forum
SHALEN FAIRBANKS

publican candidates Debbie Regala
and Matt Philichi who are running
for the 27th District Position 2, NatuOn Tuesday, Oct. 22 Earth Activ- ral Law candidate Marc Strouch who
ists and Campus Green Vote spon- is running for Commissioner of Pubsored the day-long Environmental - lic Lands, gubernatorial candidate
Forum '96. Bill Tinsley and Norm Dicks' Cam"I feel that the forum went very paign Manager Kurt Beckett.
well," said Earth Activists President
Candidates replied to the question
April Bloomfield. "Our goal was to in a number of ways. Fisher dismobilize students on campus and cussed the importance of continuing
educate them on candidates' posi- her quest for a balanced transportations on environmental issues."
tion system and Sporich spoke
Forum activities began with a can- mostly about the Natural Law Party
didate panel. Candidates addressed and its platform. Strouch spoke on
the audience on what they felt would preventing destruction of the earth's
be the greatest environmental chal- forests, potential damage of ozone
lenge they'd face and how they depletion and the green house effect.
would handle it if elected. Non-candidate speakers included
Candidates included Democrat ThereseHeliczerwhofoundedCarnand Natural Law Legislative Candi- pus Green Vote and Leslie Ryan
dates Ruth Fisher and Paul Sporich from Citizens for a Healthy Bay.
who are running for the 27th Dissee FORUM page 2
trict Position 1, Democrat and Re-

News Editor

CANDIDATE ADDRESSES audience at the Environmental Forum '96.

Two new proposals
MIcwL FARMER

&

SHALEN FAIRBANKS

Staff Writer, News Editor
In the continued discussion over
core restructuring two new proposals are being discussed at current
faculty meetings.
The Plan B proposal is backed by
21 faculty members from various
disciplines. The second proposal
was devioped by History Professor
Theodore Taranovski.
Plan B is based on four major premises: First, core courses that work
and/or are unique to UPS should be
retained; Second, incoming fresh-

men should have something "more
interesting and rigorous than we
are doing now;" Third, the core
should be a little smaller; and Fourth,
there should be a separation between
breadth requirements and requirements that are unique to UPS.
Taranovski's proposal is based on
the premises that the current core is
too large and that not everything
should be required. He also says that
general education should be progressive in difficulty, should provide students with particular intellectual
skills, and should entail some commonly shared experiences.
Plan B is about two units smaller
...

',
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than the current core and does away
with Freshman Writing and Communication II. The plan is divided into
two sections of core requirements
and breadth requirements.
The four core requirements are
Freshman Seminars, International
Studies, Science in Context and
Comparative Values. Breadth
courses include the Natural Sciences, Mathematics, Foreign Languages, Fine Arts and Humanities,
History and Social Sciences.
Taranovski's plan is composed of
a two class seminar series titled Writing and Analysis and two separate
series of breadth courses.

Academic Dean concludes service
Academic Vice President and
Dean of the University David Potts
will conclude his service with the
University on Jan. 1.
"David has brought great thoughtfulness and fine insights to his work,
and I know that all of us are appreciative of his dedication to the University," said President Susan
Resneck Pierce.
Potts will take a year of personal
leave and is planning on returning
inJan. 1988 as a professor in the history department.

"I look forward to being much
closer to students in a teaching role,"
said Potts.
The Dean's Search Advisory
Committee which was elected three
years ago will work with Pierce in
fmding Pott's replacement over the
next few weeks. The committee
members are Kris Bartanen, Bill
Breitenbach, Mott Greene, Cathy
Hale, Bruce Lind, and Nancy
Bristow. Bristow is on sabbatical.
"My intention is to make an appointment for a four and one-half
year term, a term which could either
be extended or concluded at that
point," said Pierce.

GRAFFITI from page 1
as well as individual students.
The specific statements included
"Atheists Against Faggot Mormans
[sic] pussy Jews" and was found
amongst other symbols including a
swastika and the acronym
"A.A.M.," as well as the phrase
"give up," which was discovered
on the outside of the buildings.
Graffiti was also found on the
walls in the stairwell of Harrington,
with the message "Fuck Niggers
and Jews," as well as swastikas and
the words "Astro Fuck," which
some students believe to be the vandals' tag.
Particular doors in Harrington
also served as targets for similar
slurs. Freshman Robin Dornfeld's
door included the message "Fuck
rappers and niggers. White Pride."
Despite the nature of the

vandalism,many Harrington residents believe that positive results
will come out of the incident.
"if it makes us stronger, it will
actually help our community, but it
is sad that something like this has
to happen, for that to occur," said
freshman resident Jake Albrethsen.
Students and administration also
wish to emphasize that the occurrence will not be taken lightly. Additional meetings are already being
organized to discuss the episode.
"This is something that I don't
think the community will tolerate,"
said Resdidence Hall Coordinator
Josh Jones. "It goes against everything that the people that I know
think and it just won't be tolerated."
Students are asked to contact
DiScala at 756-3317 with any information about the vandals.

SHALEN FAIRBANKS

News Editor

We need to look at what
works and what doesn't
work with thinis like
Freshman 1111 anil then
look at theoptions."
—Florence Sand/er
The first series of breadth courses
deals with different approaches to
knowing. The second series entitled
The WorldAround Us, is subdivided
into three sections that focus on CulFORUM from page 1

The dean search will be conducted
internally rather than nationally in
order to hire someone with immediate knowledge of the university and
its policies. Appointment of an internal candidate will enable such
matters as Core reform and the
building campaign to continue on
their current schedules.
"I hope to be able to announce ai
appointment in the first weeks of
November. if... we are not able to
identify a successful internal candidate by that time, despite my reservations about a national search, we
will then immediately gear up for
such a search," said Pierce.

On Thursday, Oct. 24, the Students for Choice, a project of Washington National Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action League
(NARAL) addressed campus. The
day was designed to address national
concerns about women's health and
reproductive rights.
The project was organized to commemorate the fourth annual National
Young Woman's Day of Action.
The Students for Choice, coalition
of pro-choice students, representing

seven universities in Washington,
brought WA NARAL's Reproductive Rights Awareness Project
(RRAP) to the University of Puget
Sound in hopes to educate students
on reproductive issues.
The topics touched upon included
the history of reproductive rights in
the United States, the impact of court
cases on access to legal and safe reproductive health care, and the laws
developed to aid and to hinder access to this type of care.
The main goal of the day was to
create a strong network of empowered young women to become in-
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Helieier is so ama/ing because she
is only in her micl-t'enties and the
foundcr of a national organi/ation.
Alone ' ith the candidate forum
inforrnatonal tables featuring Citi
zns for a Healthy Bay and Pierce
CoimtyYeutig Democrats were set
up in the Wheelock Student Center
all day
Po.rce County Young Democrats
handed out informanon on all of the
candidates and Citizens for a
Bay provided information
on Commencement Rayissues.
:::::.Càujpuf band Pin.Q.' C'uinness.

andlocalbandsAncient Hearts Re
vinl and Function of the Centerherd ended:the day with a con
cert Inthe Rotand at..6:00 .p.m
Students dancecl.:.and were..::reminded to vote,
'1t's not over yet," said
Bloomfield. "Wewantstudents to
be educated when they, go to the
poils on Nov 5
An ml ormational booth will be
se up in the WJtee1ok Student
Center from 11 00 am to 1 00
pm onMonday,Nov 4 with Rock
the Vote information and Campus..
...::Gren Vote

What was your favorite
Halloween costume
growing up?
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Day calls women to action
DEBBIE AVNER
Assistant News Editor

tures, Values and Beliefs, Science
Technology and Society, and The
Global Community.
Both proposals are still being presented and discussed among faculty.
According to English Department
Chair Florence Sandier, neither of
the plans has really addressed what
the University can give the freshman
class as a whole.
"The freshman class is extremely
diverse in its training in language
arts and in mathematics," said
Sandier. "We need to look at what
works and what doesn't work with
things like Freshman 101 and then
look at the options."

volved in the issues surrounding
their reproductive rights and motivate the pro-choice vote.
The National Young Woman's day
of Action is a grassroots campaign
designed to commemorate Rosie
Jimenez, the first known young
woman to die fROm an illegal abortion after the Hyde Amendment was
passed in 1977.
The Hyde Amendment denied
abortion coverage to low-income
women who relied on Medicaid for
their health care.
For more information contact
Carol Ann Yamamoto at 624-1990.
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the annual ( hemistr Magic Show ill take place
on ThdayOct. .11 at 4:00 p.m. and 700 phi. The
show is free and open to the public. it is strongly sup1sIid that people arrive early
.
..
....
The third ,innua] 1 eti', a! of Praise featuring Mu
icmajorKyleHattgcn '' ill takeplaceon Sunday Nos
3 at 400p m in Ktlworth Chapel The esent is free
and open to the public
A Pizza Party at the Campus Ministry Center will
take place from 5 00 to '7 OUp m on Nov 4 For more
information contact x5SS
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NEV4S Students say
RlEFS they won't
drive drunk

VAX no more
Due to the large number of students taking advantage of the
internet and the age of the current
computer, students will be asked to
switch over to the new mail system
between Oct. 28 and Nov. 18.
"We have run a new mail system
for one year now, and have moved
faculty, staff and first-year students
to it," said Academic Computing
Director Tom Aldrich.
Students currently using the old
VAX system must move to the new
mail server and be set up with
Eudora by Nov. 18. Eudora users
will need to move to the new server
before the end of the semester.
All affected students will receive
instructions over e-mail on how to
make the switch. Printed instrbctions are available in all computer
labs. and on the web at http://
www.ups.edu/ois/mailmove/

As part of Alcohol Awareness
Week students were provided with
the opportunity to sign The Awareness contract which is intended to
give students the opportunity to take
a stand against drunk driving.
About 150 students signed the
pledge saying they understood the
consequences of drunk driving and
agreeing to refrain from such activity in the future.
It was the intention of the RHA
staff to help reduce the number of
fatalities that occur each year as a
result of drunk driving. It is hoped
that students will think twice before
getting behind the wheel while under the influence.

Phone scam
costs money
Mail services is warning students
about a current telephone scam that
asks students to return an "urgent"
message to a toll free number begin

ning with 809.
According to Telephone and Mail
Services Supervisor Will Rodriquez,
a number of exchanges have been
setup in the 809 area code (the Caribbean Islands outside U.S. law)
with pass-throughs to 900 numbers
in New York.
When someone calls, the call is
forwarded to a 900 number with a
pre-recorded message saying to call
back later. The 30-second call costs
anywhere from $25 to $50.

Contribute to
campus plan
Students, faculty and staff can
share their thoughts and ideas about
the University campus in an open
forum on Monday, Nov. 4 at 6:00
p.m. in the Rotunda.
The University has undertaken a
"framework" master planning process with an outside consulting firm
in order to identify campus problems
and concerns.
The forum will bring the campus
together to talk with consultants and
campus administration about the revision process, the work done to
date, and visions for the future.

Security upgrades
911 procedures'
SHALEN FAIRBANKS

News Editor
Due to the recent passing of Senate Bill 5089 the University and
other operators of private telephone
switching systems are required to
change their 911 procedures.
In the past, if a student called 911
from a campus telephone, 911 dispatchers would only see "University
of Puget Sound" and not a specific
address such as Seward 224.
Students were asked to contact
x33 11 in an emergency and from
there Security contacted the appropriate personnel.
According to Director of Business
Services John Hickey and Director
of Security Services Todd Badham,
the new law required the purchase
of software and hardware that en-

ables city dispatchers to see campus
building names and room numbers
when 911 is called.
Now when 911 is called, city dispatchers will process calls to appropriate response agencies and from
there will contact University Security with specific emergency information. Non-emergency calls will
be routed to University Security.
"We want to stress that if students
call x3311 instead of 911 the same
response procedures will still be in
place," said Badham.
Routine requests for services such
as a theft report or the treatment of
minor injuries should continue to be
reported to Security Services at
x3311. It is stressed, however, that
students dial 911 when immediate
dispatch is critical, such as for a serious medical situation or fire.

Video captures school spirit
CHRISTY ADAMS

Staff Writer
Two new faces have been snooping around the University campus.
They have been interrogating students behind closed doors, peering
in on classes, and telephoning professors. They know our story, but do
you know theirs?
Andy Greenspan and Bob
Thurbur and Associates have been
hired through the office of admissions to produce a video on the University of Puget Sound.
After completing video projects
for institutions like Duke, the University of Chicago, and Canton, this

company has begun an artistic process to undercover the spirit of UPS
and capture it on film.
The video will not be a encyclopedic tour-guide of the University.
George Mills, dean of admission,
explains that the purpose of the video
is "to share with the larger community the essence of what goes on here
in our academic conmiunity."

Though the video may not be
completed until next spring and filming has not yet begun, Greenspan
and Thurbur are hard at work. They
have interviewed approximately
thirty students and fifteen faculty
members, compiling information to
develop a mosaic of our University's
activities and pursuits.
George Mills sees the video as an
"exciting opportunity" to state our
values as an academic institution,
and to demonstrate how students and
faculty interact.
The video will be available for
purchase by students and will be
used for programs like recruiting
seminars and alumni events.

TUNGA NGUYEN
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'Sea Gull' sings of students' I ives
• UPS theatre production pioneers online dramaturgy, behind the stage involvement
TuItAusKY
A&E Editor

KEmI

This fall's mainstage theatre production, Antov
Chekhov's "The Sea Gull," is a 19th century tale
of youthful aspiration and confusion that has remarkable similarity to the lives of modern-day
college students. Geoff Proehl, faculty director,
believes that many students at UPS and other
colleges can relate to the problems which face
Treplyov, the young hero of the play.
"Near the heart of this play is a young person
who is really trying to figure about what is unique
about him, what makes him special, what defines
him. He can't seem to work it out. There is a hole
in this character that nothing can fill," Proehi said.

1J' decided to fill the back wall with
pictures, poetry, journals andstories
ill collage tori,, The actors,
designers, and crew allput
uiietbing up there to show who they
are andbow they relate to the play."
Cretchen haley

play as a vehicle to tell stories of our own
lives," Haley explained.
Haley and Proehi petitioned the theatre and
other departments to participate in an "interdisciplinary adventure," Haley says. At least
ten different classes in various departments are
currently studying "The Sea Gull."
The result is a compilation of dramaturgical information that Haley has applied to "The
Sea Gull"s "two walls of dramaturgy."
"The back wall of the theatre is usually left
blank," Haley explained. "We decided to fill
the back wall with pictures, poetry, journals
and stories in collage form. The actors, designers, and crew all put something up there to
show who they are, and how they relate to the
play."
Haley's next step was the second "wall of
dramaturgy," the Internet. Haley has set up a
website for the dramaturgy of "The Sea Gull"
at www.ups.edu/ctajtheatre/seagull . The site
contains performance dates, a biography of

Personal involvement makes for more than just play-acting

-

Treplyov is an aspiring Russian playwright
whose mother, Arkadina is herself a famous stage
actress. Treplyov wishes to live up to his mother's
standard, and writes a play to perform for her.
His girlfriend, Nina, acts in the play, which is also
seen by Arkadina's lover, Trigorin.
Unfortunately, Treplyov's mother detests the
play. Consequently, Treplyov is thrown into inner turmoil over the viability of his career choice,
and to whether he can regain his mother's favor.
"This play has a lot of connections to the lives
of students here at UPS," Proehi said. "For example, you have to work out what your going to
do with your life. Are you going to be an artist,
writer, actor, go into law, get a business degree?
In terms of parents, what will mom think of your
decision?"
Dramaturg Gretchen Haley was personally
struck by the similarity of "The Sea Gull" to her
life and the lives of her friends.
"We realized we could use the characters in the

im

,

1

Anton Chekhov, photographs from play rehearsal, histories of past performances, and information on Russian culture.
Perhaps the site's most interesting aspect, however,
is the selection of biographies written by the actors
in"The Sea Gull" from the perspective of their characters. Haley's site has already been listed as a valuable
link on the official Anton Chekhov webpage.
"We're really one of the first theatre groups to put
our dramaturgical research on the web," explained
Haley. By comparison, an Illinois theatre company
which is also currently performing "The Sea Gull" runs
a website. However, the site only contains information pertaining to the theatere company's specific performance dates.
The next step for the theatre department is publicity
for the performance. The department will have a table
set up in the Wheelock Student Center this Friday, accompanied by the singers who perform the play's Russian folk songs. The completed performance, Haley
believes, "will remain after we are done with it soother
people interested in the same things can come along
and see what we've done, and maybe find something
we didn't look at and develop it more."
"The Sea Gull" can be seen in the Jones Inside Theatre Nov. 1, 2, 7, 8, and 9. Afternoon matinees are performed on selected dates in addtion to regular evening
performances. Tickets are $8 general, $6 student/senior citizen, $7 and $5 for matinee performances.

Students fill theatre's back wall with collage of inspiration

-all photos taken by Megan Young
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Zoopa, serves all you can eat Italian style
LEIGH..ANN SANTILLANES

Restaurant Reviewer
Today, boys and girls, the lesson
will be about getting the most for
your money. After all the restaurant
reviewer's favorite, as well as the
poor college student's and Homer
Simpson's, food-related term is definitely "All You Can Eat." If it isn't
your favorite phrase, you can rest assured that it is mine. One of the best
all-you-can-eat places is Zoopa!
Not only is it a festive name but
it is also a very festive place to go
and eat a ton of Italian food. The
closest Zoopa! to campus would be
the one at 1901 South 72nd Street,
472-0900. This place will take dedication to all-you-can-eat and a bus

get reimbursed for the fat calories I
eat for the benefit of the Trail. Because of this I highly recommend it;
it is especially nice with the penne.
The soup bar is always very nice
and the minestrone is quite good. It
does well when some red pepper
flakes are added and some fresh
parmesan to the top. Zoopa! takes
special care of all of their bars so as
to not have everything that every one
else has.
The potato bar is especially nice:
it has two kinds of cheese sauce
(broccoli and plain), fresh veggies
(onions, olives, broccoli), and the
capper, REAL bacon for the bacon

bits. The bread bar is stocked to the
hilt with different flavored mini muffins, cheese breads, and bread sticks.
At the end of the evening, around
9:20 PM, they let you take some
home with you. Always a good deal.
My dining motto has always been,
"Eat dessert first." No matter the
circumstances. It was especially
hard to try to get around the dessert
bar here. It is practically the first
bar you see. (The first is the forbidden Kid's bar.) Zoopa! provides a
healthy variety of desserts such as
apple crumble, peach cobbler,
brownies, chocolate, swirl, and vanilla self/soft serve ice cream. So I

did not eat dessert first (the REAL
bacon held too much power over my
stomach), but I did have both a sundae and a brownie.
Zoopa! is not cheap but it is certainly worth every cent and the next
day it is still worth every aching,
over-fed, step you take.
I'll be taking the next week off and
doing an extensive Teriyaki hunt on
the suggestion of a great friend. If
there is a place you like and you want
to see it reviewed or if you have suggestions for the Great Teriyaki Hunt,
call the Trail office and leave a message for me.
Happy eating!

Zoopa!
ti
'

(c.z

1901S72ndSt
472-0900

All you
can eat
for
$6.95

It

ride, or some friends that have a car
and are willing to eat all they can, to
get there.
Sizzler was one of the first places
to incorporate all-you-can-eat bars
in their restaurants. Everyone is familiar with the random, no-name
cafeteria we all had in our home
town. Neither of these images quite
lives up to what Zoopa! is able to
provide. Zoopa! 's twist on the whole
all-you-can-eat deal is the theme.
Zoopa! is all Italian.
This restaurant is specially set up
for the organized eater. The food is
separated into different bars, not

Everyone is faniilia.r with
the raniloni, no-name
cafeteria we all had Al our
bonie town iVeitber of
Mixthese iiiiajes quite Jives up
to what Zoopar is able to
pro v#le.
only to help prevent salad and
marinara sauce mix-up, but to help
divide the all-you-can-eat experience into courses. This helps it to
feel like a real meal. There is the
pasta bar, the salad bar, the baked
potato bar, the bread bar, the soup
bar, and my personal favorite, the
dessert bar. There is a special Kid's
bar that adults are not allowed to
patronize, and that is where they
keep the Goldfish crackers!
They serve two types of pasta and
three types of sauce (at least one
cream sauce and one vegetarian) at
any one time. It is not the normal
pasta either. Sometimes Zoopa! can
be so gounche as to serve spaghetti,
but most of the time they are pretty
good at serving giant shells, penne,
or that really cool whirly pasta. I
tried the creamy Aifredo sauce.for
two ieasons it is truly tasty, and I

EXERCISE REGULARLY AND YOU
COULD LWE LONGER
iNVEST REGULARLY SO YOU
CAN AFFORD TO,
mericans are living longer than ever. So it's quite
possible you'll spend 20 or 30 years or more in
retirement. Can you afford it? Unless you're independently wealthy, chances are you'll need more than your
pension and Social Security to support the kind of
lifestyle you'll want.
How can you help ensure that you'll be in good
financial shape? Sign up for TIAA-CREF SRAs - taxdeferred annuities available only to people in education
or research.
SRAs are easy. No pain, no sweat.

The best way to build strength - physical or fiscal - is
to start at a level that's comfortable and add to your
regimen as you go along.
With TIAA-CREF SRAs, you conveniently
contribute through your employer's payroll system. You

can start with a modest amount and increase your
contribution as your salary grows.
The important thing is to start now. Delaying for
even a year or two can have a big impact on the
amount of income you'll have when you retire.
TIAA-CREF:
Your fiscal fitness program.
TIAA-CREF is the nation's largest retirement
system, managing over $150 billion in assets for more
than 1.7 million people. We offer a wide range of SRA
allocation choices, long-term investment expertise, and
remarkably low expenses.
Call 1 800 842-2776 for an SRA Enrollment
Kit or our interactive SRA Enrollment Software.
Or visit us on the Internet at gopheriltiaa-cref.org ,
or http'J/www.tiaa-cref.org .

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.w
I.
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Revolutionario El Vez puts 'V in 'Vato'
• G.I. Ay, Ay! Blues - El Vez
MED SPAS
Music Reviewer
The end of the century is nigh,
darlings, bringing with it a sense of
decadence and nihilism in the popular works of our age. The world's
probably going to end tomorrow, so
why bother fighting the good fight
when we could just booze up and do
a bit of damage to remind ourselves
we're still alive? Right? I mean, who
needs moral rectitude when you
could be all pretty and pissed like
that loser Gavin from Bush?
Then, from out of the south of our
great continent, there rides a knight.
The last righteous man of the Pop
Cabaret. Now comes El Vez.
Some background: El Vez is "The

Mexican Elvis," and he's been at this
gig for ages now, adding costumes
to his wardrobe, sharpening his wit,
and spreading his message to the
worlcL

He does have a message, you
know. For El Vez is not content
merely to regurgitate the King's old
hits. No, El Vez also injects his rock
n' roll roadshow with liberal shots
of Bowie-esque glam posturing,
Broadway-caliber showmanship,

and radical socialism. The Mexican
Elvis is bringing the glitter-rock
revolution for yo' ass. YOU
HEARD.
El Vez is particularly interested
in revolution on his latest longplayer, the excellent G.I. Ay, Ay!
Blues. He leads off the disc with a
screaming air raid siren and the
stomping "Say it Loud! I'm Brown
and I'm Proud!" which is a reworking of the old James Brown favorite, but you already knew that. El Vez
tosses of a few more covers over the
course of the disc ("Taking Care of
Business" and Bowie's "If I Can
Dream" stand out) but his revolutionary fervorkeeps him from stooping to parody.
No, these versions are Latino-

positive reclamations of rock's back
catalogue. Elsewhere on the album,
El Vez fires off tributes to Cesar
Chavez, the Zapatistas, and the ancient Aztecs.
This is one hell of an album. It's
got the storming funk of the opening number, it's got the Stray Cats
swagger of "Misery Tren," and it's
got the cocky swagger (to the tune
of "Viva Las Vegas," naturally) of
"Viva La Raza." Despite its willful
eclecticism, G.I. Ay, Ay! Blues manages to steer clear of novelty hell by
remaining true to its central concept
—the glitter rock revolution.
In these desperate times of latemillenium angst (didja watch
"Millenium" last Friday? Pretty
cool, sea I), there is a great need for

heroes. El Vez brings inspirational
power to the working class with intelligence, wit, and (most importantly) impeccable fashion sense.
Viva la revolucion! Viva El Vez!
The Grade: A

'Secrets and Lies',. delves into life's hardships
ARLO PELEGRIN

Movie Reviewer
The deserving winner of this
year's Cannes Film Festival, "Secrets and Lies" is a fine study of the
trauma and anxiety of life. Directed
by Mike Leigh, who made the raw
and gripping "Naked," this film tears
at the emotions by picking apart the
brains of its characters until the audience feels like they're inside the
players' heads.
The story centers around a young
black woman who, after her adoptive parents' death, seeks out her
birth mother. Upon securing her
birth certificate, she learns, to her
shock, that her mother is not black.
She vacillates between preserving an

essentially secure emotional state in
her successful career life and meeting the mother who never even laid
eyes upon her.
The mother, Cynthia, lives with
another daughter, also accidental, in
a cramped flat in the bleak London
despair of Pink Floyd songs. The
other daughter, Roxanne, grimaces

scowl. The two are only barely able
to tolerate one another, but do so in
the face of having to exist alone.
Cynthia and her brother Maurice,
a professional photographer, almost
never interact despite living rela-

and squints painfully, bickering constantly with her mother. "What's
there to smile about?" she snarls
when Cynthia notices her ferocious

tively near one another. Maurice's
job includes making people smile,
which he does well, but has no success when it comes to his sour wife

Secrot and Lies"is
larded wit/i bleak, bitt,r
humor that iiiakes us
wince as much as it iiiakes
uslanb.

ii

Monica. Monica's PMS scene is easily the best of its kind, and when we
see Maurice quietly tolerating it, we
notice the strength and patience
which later becomes the family's
solace.
Leigh is not afraid to put the camera right into the actor s faces and
record every subtle reaction. The
effect is breathtaking: we almost feel
guilty for staring so intently at these
people.
Leigh also manages to beautifully
capture the shifting moods at
Roxanne's twenty-first birthday barbecue, as the family, together for the
%r•' time in ages, rediscovers the
tensions they buried long ago.
"Secrets and Lies" is larded with
bleak, bitter humor that makes us
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wince as much as it makes us laugh.
Ron Cook, in a cameo as a has-been
photographer, evokes amusement,
disdain, and compassion all at once.
By that point in the film we are inextricably tied to the characters, and
our reactions are real.
Although the "Secrets" characters
lack the brutal charisma of David
Thewlis' character in "Naked," the
actors instill an almost unbelievable
range of feelings into each one. Excellent photography and a subtle,
powerful soundtrack complement
the superb acting and make this a
movie not to miss.
Rating: four guavas
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Seattle offers great Greek getaway
JENNY GALITz

Staff Writer
Pictures of Athens on the walls,
the smell of fresh warm pita, and a
view of the water and land beyond
it call those of us accustomed to Red
Robin, Shari's, the Ram and 01
Shenanigan's to escape to Greece for
an evening.
Escaping to Greece doesn't mean
a small journey to It's Greek to Me,
of Sixth Avenue, it means heading
up to Seattle for a night in the big

Market, the Aegean provides an authentic, new experience for those of
us who want something different
from Wheelock cuisine, as well as
those of us who have journeyed to
Seattle with our parents in past years,
and settled for Red Robin for lack
of knowledge of Seattle restaurants.
Dim lighting enhances the quiet,
tranquil atmosphere of the Aegean.
Olive oil and vases of flowers upon
white clothed tables encourage leisurely dining and a sense of peace.
The vines on the walls and the attentive service of women with Greek
accents make it seemingly impos-

sible to remember the dilemmas and
homework waiting in the outside
world. The neon signs on the window break up the tranquility a bit,
but when a pita accompanied by delicious yogurt sauce arrives on the
table, remembering that you're not
in Greece becomes a difficult task.

the A egeali provides an
nthentic, new elperience
r those of us who want
F111 ilifferent trom
eeloek aiisine, as well
those of us who have
!rneved to Seattle with
iir parents in past years,
iindsettledforlledllobin,
for laiA' ofknowIede of
Seattle restiiiirants.
The menu will further convince
you that you've journeyed to
Greece. While reading it, you may
find yourself saying, "It's all Greek
to me." Don't worry, the waitresses
carefully recommend dishes to suit
the newcomer, and they patiently
leave and return many times, allow-

ing you plenty of time to make wise
decisions.
Feel free to have appetizers for
dinner. The lamb gyros melt savory
flavor into your taste buds, and
Sotiris' Seafood Special of scallops,
salmon, squid, and clams jazz up
Northwest freshness with Greek zip
in a tasteful "special" sauce. My thirteen-year-old brother, who lives off
of potato chips and sugar, couldn't
get enough of the seafood special.
Why not go for an entree? They
come with delicious baked potato
slices, seasoned, cooked vegetables,
and your choice of soup or salad. I
had the avgolemono soup. The lemony flavor and creamy rice texture
freshened my palate and prepared me
to entertain new tastes and flavors.
If you're new to Greek cuisine, try a
combination plate.
Our waitress, Niki, recommended
that I try the village plate of lamb,
soulvaki, mousaka and dolmathes.
The authenticity of mousaka and
dolmathes didn't fit my taste buds,
but I watched people of all ages and
various cultures contentedly eat the
two dishes. I will probably stick with
chicken, lamb, seafood, soup, salad
and pita next time I go.
But, trying new dishes at this
place, proves a worthwhile
experience.Especially, when trying
the desserts. We had the
galactoboureko. The crispy phyllo
pastry and citrus flavor made us wish

that we had left more room for dessert and tempted me to try the baklava as well. But we had spent all
the money that we had with us, so
we put down our forks and talked
for awhile before we headed into the
crowded streets and honking horns
of downtown Seattle.
To get to The Aegean, take 1-5
north, exit on Denny Way. Turn left

on First and look for 1400. You will
see the neon "Aegean" in its windows on your left. You can then either find a meter, or you can turn
right across from the Aegean, and
park in the parking garage on the left.
Reservations aren't necessary, but if
you would rather not trouble with
waiting for a table, call (206) 3435500.

The Aegean
U

1400 1st Street
Seattle
(near Pike's Place Market)

Lamb gyros
$5.95
j Sotiris' Seafood
SjJ.ia1................. $8.95
Galactoboureko. .$3 050
a Entrees $7.95-$15.75
Greek combination
plate
$11.95-15.75,
j
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Cows and bugles aside, Tool concert ruled
• Tool rocks UPS Fieldhouse with, authority
BRIAN NAU

Staff Writer
Tool played the UPS Fieldhouse
on Thursday, October 24. Drawn by
the band's thundering riffs, muscular rhythmic agility, and lead singer
Maynard's whisper-to-roar vocals,
the Fieldhouse was packed with the
band's fans.

PATaL
The evening started off well after
the 7:30 concert time with opening
act The Cows. Curious band. I don't
know them, but they seemed to be
mostly standard
loud rock rehash—a
great deal of volume, some interesting lines from a
competent guitar
player, but fonted by
a singer who seemed
to garner the enmity
of verv mnihr of
the crowd.
I don't mind a dude who strolls
out onto the stage in Navy plebe attire (hat and all) with bugles sticking out of his pants; however, I do

r

ask that you be able to play them
better than the trumpeters in my junior high jazz band.
The vocals were plaintive, out of
tune, forced, and the screams
sounded like strangled squeaks; the
bugle playing consisted of sudden
bursts of noise, with no coherent
flow or melodic progression.The
only cheers they received were as
they departed the stage.
Two bits of trivia about the band:
(1) Ted Spas has a friend who works
with the band's guitar player in a
museum in Minneapolis, and (2)
Ted says the Cows' bassist inspired
the man who would become
Morphine's bass player to try a slide
bass after seeing the Cows' bassist
playing wit h a broken bottle. Ok,
ok, but I said it was trivia, right?

cuse offered to the crowd by
Maynard: "Sorry about the delay; we
were playing Monopoly and forgot
there was a show" (or something to
that effect).
The wait was soon forgotten.
Playing with a new bassist, the mu-

With no stylistic excess and
little posturini, the And
siiiiply walked out, picked
p their instruinenii, and

played with a conditioned
:I.it,/ control

sic was completely solid, tight, coherent, and powerful. My respect
for their mammoth
drummer continues to
orow:I placehiminthe
att Cameron/Barett
Martin
category.
Maynard s writhing
'3
body was painted
purple, and there was
little dancing or demon
stration by the guitarist
and the bassist, who
After an interminable wait (dur- seemed to be entirely focused on
ing which we listened to organ mutheir instruments.
sic and some low hertz rumbling),
With no stylistic excess and little
Tool finally took the stage. The-ex- posturing, the band simply walked

out, picked up their instruments, and
played with a conditioned intensity
and control. I'm afraid most contemporary hard rock cannot hold a
candle to these guys.
A testament to the quality of the
performance is that it sounded uncannily similar to their recorded
material—in sync, in tune, focused,
and right-on-the-money rhythmically (no small feat considering
some of their unique, lopsided riffsthe opening bars to Intolerance
would be a good example).
Overall, the mosh pit was roiling,
energetic, hot, foul, with mostly
commendable behavior from all
concerned -in short, an excellent pit.

I only witnessed one small "altercation," and both individuals involved were quickly separated.
With the exception of a few people
who probably gave contact highs
to the Security officials who pulled
them out of the pit, most of the participants seemed to be in possession of their mental faculties, and
enjoyed the performance being
given a few feet away.
After a one song encore, the
sweaty band promptly exited to
cheers and the fatigued crowd
quickly left as well.
I give Tool a solid 'A" for their
sober, professional, capable performance.

Tool played to a sold-out crowd Thurs., Oct. 24
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ARTS
THEATER
1, 2, 7, & 8 Nov - The Fall Inside
Theater Production, "The Sea Gull,"
plays in the Inside Theater. Shows
are at 7:30 p.m. on 1, 7, & 8 Nov
and 2:00 and 7:30 p.m. on 2 Nov.
Tickets are $6 for students. For
more info call 756-3549.

FILMS
1 Nov - 3 Nov - Campus Films
presents "Phenomena." Show
times are 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. on 1 &
2 Nov and 6:00 and 8:30 p.m. on 3
Nov. Only $1 for UPS students.
Shows in MC 003.

31 Oct - 3 Nov - Kittredge Gallery
features 'Unreal Estates: Photos by
Betty Sapp Ragan, Poems by Hans
Ostrom," and "Chersonesus: The
Story of the Black Sea Project,
Organized by Susan Burnham,
Photos by Finnley MacDonald."
Kittredge Gallery is open Mon - Fri,
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., and Sun
from 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. For
more info call x3555.

3 Nov- Kyle Haugen, organist,
plays at The Third Annual Festival
of Praise at 4:00 p.m. in Kilworth
Chapel. Admission is free.

Cryptogram" at 7:00 p.m. at the
Theater on the Square. Tickets are
$17 for the preview. Show opens 2
Nov and runs through 17 Nov. For
more info call 272-2145.
31 Oct - 10 Nov - The Northwest
Asian American Theater (NWAAT)
presents "The Dream of Kitamura"
at the Theater Oil Jackson, 409 S.
7th Ave. in Seattle. Tickets are $9
for students. For more info call
NWAAT at (206) 340-1049.

EVENTS

MUSIC

31 Oct - The Chemistry Department presents the Halloween
Chemistry Magic Show at 4:00 and
7:30 p.m. in Thompson 126.
Admission is free.

31Oct- 1 7Nov-"Kerouac:The
Essence of Jack," a jazz play, runs
at 8:00 p.m. at The Velvet Elvis Arts
Lounge Theater in Seattle. Shows
Thur - Sun evenings with tickets
$14 on Thur & Sun and $18 on Fri
and Sat. For more into call (206)
624-8477.

MUSIC
THEATER
31 Oct - The Tacoma Actor's guild
presents a preview of "The

- 7 1\Tc. '/il4.i3.IR, 1996

31

2 Nov - The Tacoma Opera House
presents "Hansel and Gretel" at
7:30 p.m. at Pantages Theater.
Tickets are $20 - $50. For more info
call 627-7789 or 591-5894.

2 Nov - Kim Pineda does "The
French Connection,' a solo flute
and recorder recital featuring music
by Bach, Telemann, Braun, and
Boismortier. The show begins at
8:00 p.m. at St. Stephen's Episcopal Church Chapel in Seattle.
Tickets are $10 & $8. For more info
call (206) 325-7066.

FILMS
- 5 Nov - The Rialto Film Guild
presents "Dead Man" and "Purple
Noon," a double feature. "Dead
Man" shows at 7:00 p.m. on all
days, and "Purple Noon" shows at
9:15 p.m. on 1,4 & 5 Nov, and at
4:45 and 9:15 p.m. on 2 Nov. No
showings on 3 Nov. $5 for both. For
more info call 591-5894.

ARTS
31 Oct - 16 Nov - Lanny Bergner's
sculptures are shown at Commencement Art Gallery Tues - Sat
11:00 am. - 5:00 p.m. Admission is
free. For more info call 593-4331.

7 Nov - Artist and Japanese Culture
expert Midori Kono Theil shows
slides and dyeing utensils to
discuss her dyeing techniques at
6:00 p.m. at the Wing Luke Asian
Museum in Seattle. The demonstration is free. For more info call (206)
623-5124.

EVENTS
6 Nov - The Power of Language
Writers of Color Reading Series
continues with writer and artist Phil
Red Eagle, essayist Robert
Shimabukuro, and actor Tony Ginn.
Event begins at 7:30 p.m. at
Borders Books in Tacoma. All
events are free. For more info call
473-9666.

To add events,
contact
Dianna at

756-3197

The Classifieds: The Puget Sound Trail advertising gets results.
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Deluxe, luxurious 1&2 bdrm in alladult bldg, W/D, controlled access entrance, elevator, social room & covered parking available.
Heritage House Apts. 25 N. Broadway
383-1505 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum
The Outrigger Apartments - 6102
6th Avenue. I & 2 bdrms available.
Good location for school, shopping,
& freeway. Call 565-4133

_____________________
rii Iir
2 bdrm, 1&1/2 bath, F/P, walk-in
closet, D/W, disposal, controlled access entrance, covered prkg & elevator. Wrights Apis. 812 S. K St.
572-4235 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discount
TiI )1 flV I2i is
Northend
2 bdrm located with full size w/d.
Fireplace, dishwasher, patio/balcony,
with private storage and 1 & 1/2 bath
available. Orchard Ridge 5111 S. 12th
St. 756-2080 or 472-RENT
,1..:. ..1 4'....
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A charming 2 bdrm picket fence
home to share with professional,
non-smoking female in Historical
Stadium District. Separate bdrm &
study, garage parking. $385.00 +
112 utilities. Call 627-7082 evenings.

_____________________
; FTfltfl I nrt
1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled
access entrance, off-street parking.
D!W in 2 hdrm. Maples Apis.
315 N. J St. 383-3554 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum
1 &2 bdrm, D/W, patio/balcony. Close
to Westgate Shopping. lbdrm $385
2bdrm $435. Skyline Park 2550 N.
Vassault 752-9070 or 472-RENT
$99 Move-in Special
t'fl17!1I JflTN

:

District

Ibdrm, kitchen, pantry, & gas cooking. Laundry facilities & off-street
parking available. S345 Park Manor
Apartments. 1216 North 6th St.
272-9981 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts

TTI i1i ittiArea
1&2 bdrm w/fireplace, utility rm & full
size W/D, patio/balcony. 1 bdrm S460
2bdrm $545. 5823 North 331d
Call 759-6827 or 472-RENT
Rent from a UPS Alum
4- EMPLOYMENT 4-

Above Average

Female to share newer, Northend
home. Full bath. Must like plants
and love 1 dog. Great place to
study. $250 per month plus 1/3
utilities. Call between 3:00 - 9:00PM

Attention!! Great working environment. Looking for team players. $4K/
month commission. Call 588-1380.

752-6311!

Unfurnished 3 bdrm house, fully carpeted, fireplace, W/D hookup, garage.
$750 amonth. Located at3809N 21st.
Call 759-3097.

lbdrm, kitchen, pantry, & gas
Heat & hot water paid, controlled
cooking.Laundry facilities & off street 1&2 bdrrn, hot water pd. Cute
access entrance & laundry facilities
parking available. $345 - Park Marnor courtyard with pool. Huge private
available. On quiet residential
balcony/patio w/semi-fenced
Apartments. 1216 North 6th t.
street. $275 - 2310 South 10th St.
yard. Olympic Manor Apis. 7301 N.
272-9981 or 472-RENT
Call 627-1854 or 472-RENT
6th Ave. 565-8096 or 472-RENT
Mention this ad for student discounts Mention this ad for student discounts
$480 - $99 move-in special

Co mputer For'!1 r.
Personal Computer & Panasonic
Printer. $150 or best offer!
Evenings call Tom 984-0827

THE WOMEN OF ALPHA PHI
WELCOME THE FALL INFORMAL
PLEDGE CLASS OF 1996
/

1!

VIV
1114 Broadway
Downtown Tacoma

Every Wednesday Night
is College Night!
8:00 pm--Midnight

Great Pool, Pizza
and Beer Specials
Phone: 572-0300

ALl ANITOL
STEPHANIE BLAKE
MACKENZIE BLAKELY
HELDI HOKENSON
RENEE KAUFMAN
ANNA KARLIN
KESA KOHLER

MARCIA LOVEGREN
JENNIFER MAYS
AMY PAULOSE
ERICA SCHURMAN
JENNIFER SELANDER
LEE SUTFON

PIERCED PUGET PARTS PUN
BY DIANNA WOODS
/ got my tongue pierced this
summer and I love it, but
answering the same questions
over and over has nearly driven me
batty. I figured other pierced people
have the same Droblem so I
inteivie wed one person with each
of the different body piercings to satisfy the general
public's ever inquiring mind.
Many of the piercing processes are quite similar.
Piercers should use sterilized equipment and wear
gloves. The spot being pierced is marked with a pen
and a clamp (forceps) is used to isolate the area. They
use a long needle, sometimes hollow (see the clitoral
hood piercing for a scary sounding needle) and the
actual piercing only takes a few minutes. Of course
the first question people always seem to ask is, "Didn 't
that hurt?" For most people the pain is over quickly.
It's an interesting sensation, not comparable to other
types of pain. Most of the discomfort comes in the
days after the piercing. Areas pierced may swell or
be very sensitive to touch. To prevent infection,
piercings are clea; ied a few times a day or more with
Bactine or other cleansing agents.

ME & MY
TONGUE
1) 71 friend of ni/ne had his
tongue pierced and was
always playing with his
bcrbelh 9t looked like a lot
of fun
9 cdroolea' on niyself because 9 forgot to ho/cl up the
tissue. Also, your tongue swells up for about a week after
getting it clone, so 9 talked funny and could only eat soft
foods like applesauce and ice crean'i.
9 agree with my friend when he says it's my way of
satisfying my oral fixation.
4') Most people think it's gross at first, but they get used to
it. Some people become downright fascinci tea' by it. 9
mostly worry about the reactions of consecvative adults
and small children.
5 My vnon'i says she thinks its gross. but 9 can tell she
likes it. My clad has nothing to say because he has his
nipple pierced and 9 c/on 't like that at all.
6) 9 can talk, eat, and kiss normally. 9 can do little tricks
and J\,JQ, it's not for oral sex.

ERIN & DA HOOD
To learn about the other aspects of body piercing
follow this simple question and answer guIde.'

Why did you decide to get your
(fill in the blank) pierced?
What was unique about your
piercing process?
How do you feel about your
piercing?
How do other people react?
What about your folks?
Anything else about your
piercing?

1)9 got my clitoral hood clone because a friend of rn/ne had
hers done and afterseeing it, 9 thought about it for a long
time. After about a year, 9 decided to do it. 9 wouldn't
pierce anything else.
9t was kind of/ike going to the doctor's. <The lady went
through each of the steps with n'ie to keep vne relaxed and
she had me take some real deep breaths when she finally
pierced it. 9t was the sharpest, sho rtest pain 9've ever felt.
The needle she used "sliced and separa tea" so you can
probably imagine what 9'n'i talking about.
After getting it c/one, 9 realized how extreme it really was.
9 thought, "Wow, 9 really did that." A/ow 9 totally forget
about it sometimes.
Most people gross out. 9 try to be open-n'iinci'ecl about
other people's differences and think it's rude how
unaccepting other people are. 9 prefer the people who are
just curious.
My parents don't know but my boyfriend's parents do!
6)9 think it's beautiful.

AI'E P RSONAL P N CUE
NICE NIPPLE
MELISSA

Cb
A~j

9 cilreacly had my nose and belly button
pierced and wan tea' to pierce some more. The nipple seen'iea'
like the next step.
0

9t was really informal. 9 just opened my shirt and they
c/id/it.

0
0

a0'

9've kind of forgotten about it. 9 have a horse shoe ring.
9t's shaped like a horse shoe and has balls on the ends.
9t's always k/na offun to be the one with the nipple piercing.
People always ask if it hurt. Some people think 9'n'i a
freak, but 9 really don't think it's that odd. People ask if it's
for s tin'iula tion but it's not about that.
9 haven't tola' my parents but maybe someday. 9 think
my vvion'i suspects that 9 have it. 9 can't wear a bathing
suit around them now because it/ show through.

9f you e ever thinking about it and think about the pain,
just deal with it. ¶Jt's not that baa.

NIF'S NOSTRIL
1) 9 did it because every conservative person in
Whitefish, Montana wouldn't want me to.
'

"

2) The guy stuck three fingers up my nose.

3) 9 have a small, sexy, pink stud. 9t brings out
the wovnan in vne.

4)77 lot of people think 9'vn doing it to be trendy.
Too vnany people pinch or poke my nose. Don't do this. 9t
pierces the inner rne,vn brane of my nose and vviakes it bleed.
My parents haven't seen it yet. My c/ad will probably be
disappointed in me, but my morn will love it.

0

0
-'

0
0

THE TONGUE piercing is relatively painless and provides the owner

with hours of entertainment.

FOR HEATHER'S
EYEBROW ONLY
1)9 thought the eyebrow would look better than
other places. ¶J'vvi not into piercing the "unmentionables."
(We'll mention anything here at The Trail.')
77[ter they put the needle in they corked it.
9 didn't want a lot of covnvviitvnent, so this is perfect for
me. 9t doesn't stand out a lot, but at the same time 9 still
get to make a statement.
9 usually forget 9 have it, so it takes a while to realize
what it is people are staring at vne for.
9 got to test my relations hip with my parents. My dad
told vne he would consider itrnature and sensitive i[9 got
rid of it before (2hristmas, butapologizec/ later and to/a vvie
he supported the decisions 9 make.
77 friend of rn/ne says, "9tn"iakes me want to riot."

Pablo Valentine wants vny body because of my nose ring.

BEN'S FANTASTIC FORESKIN
TINA'S SMACKER
9 wanted to pierce something but didn't
want to do any other place.

1) 9pierced vny foreskin because it was an especially
different type of piercing. 9needed something that was
concealed, but still unique.
2)9 did the piercing myself with ci piercing gun.

7lfter 9 got it done it was swollen and
schnacky was corning out of the hole.

39 love it! 911 show itto anyone, you just have to ask.

You have to really like this piercing because it takes a lot
of care.

Most people don't believe me at first. 9t's a great
conversation piece. Most people are just amazed.

4)9 haven't actually had anyone react that much.
My parents didn't even want to see it at first, but they
got over it.
9tstill hasn't finished healing.

My parents do not know.
9 have both my nipples pierced, too, and piercing my
nipples hurt a lot more than piercing my foreskin.
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With the days becoming darker and colder, the season of scary occurrences is once again upon us, but that doesnt
mean it can't be scarilly good. Hey, men's soccer exorcised some old ghosts and made the playoffs, volleyball has used
wins in their recent games as a seance, hoping to resurrect the success of last year's team. Cross country will try to flee
those ghoulish Lutes at the conference championships this weekend Five Logger greats will leave the realm of mortals and
enter the Logger Athletic Hall of Fame while, to some critics, the Sonics playoff hopes may be already dead.

W in over Lutes lift's Loggers into second
MARK OVFEM

Staff Writer

HAVING DUG THROUGH the middle of the season,
volleyball prepares for the conference playoffs.

Logger volleyball returned to the
Memorial Fieldhouse in a grand
style this past weekend as the
women from Puget Sound swept
consecutive conference matches
against Lewis & Clark College and
Pacific Lutheran University.
After being on the road for two
weeks and having played only one
home game in nearly a month, the
Loggers took full advantage of the
familiar territory and boisterous Parents Weekend crowds. Puget Sound
went on to win six straight games
and move up to second place in the
NCIC.
UPS now sits just two games behind first place Willamette, in sole
nossession of second place and focused on a NCIC playoff birth.
On Friday night, the lowly Pioneers from Lewis & Clark gave
Puget Sound a bit of a scare as the
Loggers barely squeaked by in their
first two games, winning 15-12. In

the third game the Loggers dominated and won by a score of 15-5
to raise their own record in the conference to 7-3 and drop the Pioneers to 1-9.
Outstanding individual performances that helped down the Pioneers were turned in by sophomore
Anna Dudek and junior Shaleah
Jones who each had 10 kills. Hanne
Leschly added 33 assists to lead the
Loggers, who also recorded a team
total of 14 blocks.
Saturday evening brought the
conference rivals from Pacific
Lutheran into the Memorial
Fieldhouse in a match-up between
the two teams tied for second place
in the NCIC.
The Loggers controlled the
match throughout winning 15-10,
15-5, and 15-9. With the win the
Loggers improved its overall
record to 15-9 and their NCIC
record to 8-3.
While receiving strong play in all
aspects of the game the Loggers
once again enjoyed an áffensive at-

tack directed by Leschly's 41 assists
and 12 kills from sophomore
Stephanie Anderson. Dudek was once
again outstanding with 11 kills and
no errors. A powerful serving attack
also assisted the cause as Vicky
Crooks recorded 6 of the Loggers 11
aces on the night.
For her outstanding play over Puget
Sound's last three games, Dudek was
rewarded as the NCIC player of the
week. During these three games she
accounted for 36 kills in 94 attempts,
43 digs, 4 assists and only 13 errors.
Dudek was very pleased with this
honor and was also pleased with the
play of the team as a whole.
"We played really well and showed
some heart," said Dudek. "I think
were starting to get mentally prepared
better and play better as a team."
The Loggers travel to Linfield this
Friday before returning home on Saturday for a rematch with Willarnette
at 7:00 p.m. Dudek commented that
defense will be a big key to Saturday's
game, which could set the tone for the
playoffs.
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Men's Soccer earns right to
compete in conference playons
• First playoff appearance ever for men's soccer
SIERRA SPITZER

Staff Writer
"This is a team with characterthey have the heart, desire, and dedication to become champions." These
are the words men's soccer coach
Reece Olney used to describe his
team, which will be the first UPS
men's soccer team to make a post-

ilie team ebefflistryls

ooiI Its a real family
season appearance when they take
the field at the NCIC tournamenton
Nov 9. This new found success may
be attributed to more consistent play,
a three year span with the same
coaching staff, and more talent from
a good recruiting year.
The team's third-place NCIC fin-

ish was earned with a 2-1 win over spective rights to advance. The
Pacific Lutheran and a 2-2 tie with championship game is slated for
Whitman, and was secured by a 3-0 Sunday, November 10.
Coach Olney shared his thoughts
victory over Whitworth.
Peter Bury lead the UPS team to about the upcoming first-round playthis huge victory against Whitworth off match, "Last time, George Fox
saw us come from behind and beat
by scoring 2 of the game's 3 goals.
Bury comments, "The team chem- them. This time we need to score
istry is good. Its a real family envi- first and play smart. We'll need to
ronment. We had a young team last match their intensity because they
will be out for revenge after being
year and this year of experience has
helped us. We have to keep our in- beaten by us before."
Coach Olney went on to say that
tensity up and take it one game at a
time." Bury was named UPS Ath- he feels that the team can compete
with any team in the tournament. No
lete of the Week.
The four team tournament will one can stand in our way, we are in
include #1 Pacific University, #2 control of our own destiny.
lithe team wins its two games at
George Fox University, #3 Puget
Sound, and #4 Whitworth College. the playoffs, it will qualify for the
The first round of playoff action is regional tournament. This week the
set for Saturday, November 9 in For- • team will step-out of local play to
travel to California for non-league
est Grove, Oregon.
The Loggers face George Fox games with University of Redlands
University, while Pacific and on Thursday and LaS ierra UniverWhitworth battle for their own re- • sity. on Saturday..

1.

Football suffers
loss in overtime
0

Heartbreaking loss to Wildcats
KAREN Kiii

Staff Writer
Last weekend's football game at
Baker Stadium was a heartbreaker
for the Loggers, who lost 20-14 to
the visiting Wildcats of Linfield
College. The game was tied at 1414 at the end of regulation leading
to the first overtime period since
1901 for the Loggers.
The euphoria of the whole experience quickly died as the Wildcats
began the first possession of the
overtime period at the 25-yard mark.
The defense successfully held the
opponents back at the 30-yardline
until the Wildcats' Brian Higgins
connected with Winston Greely for
a 26-yard gain, which brought the
ball to rest at the 4-yardline.
Only a few yards away, Tramaine
Payne carried the ball into the end
zone for the touchdown to put
Linfield ahead 20-14. The field goal
attempt by Ward was blocked by the
Loggers' Patrick Ross.
The Loggers' counterattack fell
short as quarterback Ian Crosslands
threw two incomplete passes. On
fourth down, Crosslarids' pass to receiver Jamie Pilkington was thrown
too short, thus ending the chances
for the Loggers to capture that elusive first win in NCIC play.
Highlights in the game include
Devielle Johnson's third quarter 46yard fumble return for a touchdown
on Tony Puz's hit to the Wildcats'
quarterback Geoff Buffam. The defense had an outstanding play in the

fourth quarter, when Ross and Puz
caused Linfield to lose po3session on
fourth down, holding the line with
only two yards to go.
Daryl Wright had another brilliant
performance by rushing for 123
yards on 28 attempts, which is his
fifth over 100-yard game this season. Wright also joined the 2,000
yard rushing club last Saturday with
a career total of 2,028 yards, ranking him 28th all-time in the NAJA.
Ross was named Flakey Jakes
Player of the Week for his outstanding defense against the Wildcats.
Ross successfully blocked two
kicks, made nine tackles with two
assists and picked off a pass in the
backfield for the Loggers. Ross was
a key player in extending the game
into overtime with his block of a
Linfield field goal attempt in the
fourth quarter. His performance also
garnered the NCIC Defensive Player
of the Week honors.
This weekend the Loggers will
face the Willamette Bearcats in the
Hall of Fame Game. Five former
Logger athletes including Bill
Linnenkohl, a former Linebacker
and one of UPS' all-time defensive
greats, will be honored with a plaque
and inducted into the Puget Sound
Athletic Hall of Fame.
The Loggers have a tough game
this weekend with the Bearcats, who
enter Saturday's game leading the
NCIC conference with a 5-1 overall and 2-0 conference record. The
Loggers (0-6) still have yet to win a
game this season.

Women's soccer just
misses playoffberth
JENNIFER IIA'rL'ON

Assistant Sports Editor
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Coach Randy Hanson is very
proud of his team's accomplishments this season. The women's soccer team has finished their 1996 season with a league record of 7-5-2.
"We made great progress," said
Hanson. Almost tripling their wins
from last season, the Loggers made
a strong showing against the other
NCIC learns.
The learn's last weekend of play
mirrored the tough competition of
the whole season. Going into
Saturday's game against Whitman,
the women trailed the Missionaries
by one goal. They needed a tie and a
win from the weekend's games to
arrest the third playoff spot from
Whitman. The Loggers beat the Missionaries 2-0 and moved up in the
standings as they headed for
Sunday's game at Whitworth, who
was ranked 12th in the nation.
Whitworth proved a tougher hill
to climb and the Loggers fell short

of the top, losing 1-0 in their last
game of the season. On Sunday, their
playoff rivals, Whitman, were playing PLU.
if Whitman would have lost on
Sunday, UPS could have kept their
short lived third place spot. But
Whitman beat PLU and reclaimed
the beloved last playoff spot, pushing UPS back to fourth and one place
short of advancement.
Though the season came to an end
earlier than the team would have
liked, Hanson said that "the team
was very much a success on and off
the field this year."
"A word to describe this year's
season? Unity," said senior Jarnie
Tilotta. "I've never played on a team
quite like this."Tilotta also discussed
how the team, specifically the seniors, reacted to their abrupt ending.
"When we lost on Sunday and found
out we didn't make playoffs, it was
very emotional. Everyone felt a real
loss. For the seniors, I think it was
especially hard to realize.this was the
end of competitive soccer."
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onics not ready to repeat as
Western Conference champs
PAT MALONEY

Football
Nov. 2
WiHamette
@UPS
1:00p.m.

Staff Writer

Volleyball
Nov. 1
Linfield
@ McMinville, OR
7:00 p.m.
Nov. 2
Willamette
@UPS
7:00 p.m.

Cross Country
Nov.2
NCIC Championships
@ Salem, OR
10:30a.m.
Men's Soccer
Oct. 31
Univ. of Red lands
@ Redlands, CA
7:00 p.m.

* * *

Nov. 2
LaSierra Univ.
@ Riverside, CA
7:00 p.m.
Swimming
Nov. 1
Husky Relays
@ Federal Way
4:00 p.m..

* * *

Nov. 2
Willamette
@UPS
1:00p.m.

With the largest group of free agents
available in National Basketball AssociaLion history, the Seattle Supersonics stood
still. Numerous opportunities to improve their
team were not acted
upon. Gary Payton,
Hersey Hawkins, Detlef
Schrempf, Sam Perkins
and Shawn Kemp still
make un the core aroun
that will attempt to win
a second NBA title for the city. The Sonics
Management's lack of aggression in the
free-agent and trade markets will most
likely lead to a relatively early exit from
the post-season in 1997.
While the Sonics stood still, many other

NBA teams made crucial acquisitions. In the
Western Conference the Los Angeles Lakers
acquired the services of premier center
Shaquille O'Neal. Along with that move, the
Lakers picked up veterans Byron Scott and
Jerome Kersey. The addition of Shaq to the
Lakers will not only
auu a Isiajor inside
threat, but will also free
up the outside for Nick
Van Exel and Eddie
Jones.
The Houston RockI ets also made a bold
move. The Rockets realized that veterans Clyde Drexler and Hakeem
Olajuwon only have one or two good years
left. That realization allowed them to mortgage their future and trade Sam Cassell and
Robert Horry for Charles Barkley. The addition of Barkley immediately thrusts the Rock-

ets to the top of the Western Conference.
Seattle management watched the others
in the west improve themselves and the Chicago Bulls solidify their team for another
year. During this period of activity, the
Sonic's only move was to sign mediocre
center Jim Mcllvaine away from the Washington Bullets.
The Sonics are entering the season with
the group that lost in the NBA Finals. As
the Porti and Trailblazers learned in the early
1990's, the answer to the team's problems
is not a slow defensive center. A veteran
leader, who could inspire this young team,
would help bring a title to Seattle.
When the Sonics suffer another firstround defeat, do not blame the immaturity
of Payton and Kemp. Instead, place the
blame on the inept Seattle management who
did not act aggressively and rearm the
Sonics for another championship run.

Cross country expects to
battle for conference titles
PLU, UPS expected to contend for titles
JENNIFER HATrON

Assistant Sports Editor

With the fall sports winding down, the UPS
cross country team is preparing for this
weekend's NCIC championship. The Loggers
are expected to fair well in their first challenge
for the NCIC title (due to this year's confer ence switch from PNWAC to NCIC).
Cross-town rivals, Pacific Lutheran, are the
defending NCIC champions for both men and
women. But with the new Logger addition to
the conference, PLIJ may have to fight a little
harder than last year.
Though the PLU men are still favored for
this year's championship, the UPS men's team
is nipping at the spikes of the Lutes. The UPS
women are expected to gain this year's NCIC

title without any trouble.
All NAIA conference champions automatically obtain a spot at nationals in Kenosha,
Wisconsin. But along with the champions, the
top ten nationally ranked non-conference winners also compete at nationals.
With the women ranked second in the nation, there is no question of their future. And
even if the men's team does not win their conference title, their tenth place national ranking should snag them a spot regardless.
The Loggers competed in the University of
Oregon Invitational in Eugene, Oregon. Eugene is known as the track capital of the world
and greeted this invitational proving that fact.
With 30 teams competing and over two-hundred runners in each men's and women's races,
the women nabbed first place for the small college division and the men placed third behind
PLU and UC-Davis.
The NCIC championshipwill be held at
Bush Park in Salem, Oregon. If both teams
qualify for nationals, the women will be defending their NAIA national title, while the
men will be hoping to improve on their 1995
fourth-place finish.

Preparation from

featuring...
• 28 hours of in-class teaching
• two fully proctored exam
• additional help sessions
• personalized instruction
• free application advising
• Price -- $445
Call now for more information
on the LSA T, GRE or GMAT
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Lyndon=Griffith mixes professional
racing career with UPS education
JVIICAH ILICE

Sports Editor
Blood, scrapes, bruises and an occasional
broken bone are a big deal to most college
students. But to UPS student Beth LyndonGriffith, the aforementioned blemishes are just
the little details of being a world champion
mountain bike racer.
Lyndon-Griffith, a 33-year old Physical
Therapy student, won the gold medal in the
two-hour race for the masters division (ages
30-39) at the World Mountain Bike Championships on Sept. 17 in Cairns, Australia. That
came after winning the National Off-Road
Bicycle Association(N.O.R.B.A.) point series
for the expert division last summer, while
sponsored by Raleigh USA.
"It (the World Championship race) had a
very Olympic feel to it, with people being there
from all over the world," said Lyndon-Griffith.
"Winning didn't really hit me until I was on
the award stand and they did the whole flag
raising and national anthem ceremony."
Twelve years ago Lyndon-Griffith got her
first mountain bike while attending Colorado
College, but an accident in another sport first
rallowed her to vigorously pursue biking.
"I used to be a high-level rock climber while
in Colorado," explained Lyndon-Griffith. "I
got in an accident and broke bones in both my
arms. After that, I needed a release for energy
so I started biking seriously."
Although Lyndon-Griffith's friends first
•
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COMING DOWN THE MOUNTAIN
(above), Beth Lyndon-Griffith
bears down during a race on last
year's N.O.R.B.A. circuit.
Lyndon-Griffith claimed the
overall points title for the
Expert Division in the circuit, as
well as taking first in the World
Championships. Lyndon-Griffith
(left) on the award stand in
Cairns, Australia following her
World Championship victory.

sparked her interest in biking, it was her husband who convinced her to enter her first race
seven years ago. Lyndon-Griffith entered the
intermediate division of that race and promptly
won the $50 first prize.
After moving to Seattle in 1993, LyndonGriffith continued her career in road-racing,
mountain biking and cyclecross. Cyclecross
involves racing over obstacles, requiring the
rider to dismount and cross on foot. LyndonGriffith credits this diverse racing background
as an advantage in mountain bike races.
"Road racing involves a great deal of tactical skill and strategy, such as knowing when
to draft off a competitor," said LyndonGriffith. "The mountain bike circuit is about
grit and strength, so most competitors don't
use the tactics that I've learned in road races."
As for now, Lyndon-Griffith is preparing for
the cyclecross nationals on Dec. 7 in Seattle.
Next summer, Lyndon-Griffith will advance
to the pro level on the N.O.R.B.A. circuit. She
will have four potential sponsors to choose
from, and may have to balance it all with a
possible career in physical therapy.
"Physical therapy would be a great job, not
only because it's what I love to do, but because it's a flexible job," said Lyndon-Griffith.
"Being a student opens time in the day to get
in 10-12 hours per week of training."
But many students would agree that if anyone can balance 12 hours per week of training
with a UPS study load, a post-college career
in almost any field should be no problem.

Power of Language
Writers of Color Reading Series
The Tacoma Arts Commission and Borders Books MusicS Cafe
are proud to sponsor a four-part series of cross-cultural readings and
discussions bringing together African American, AsianlPacific
American, Latino and Native American writers and actors from
Tacoma and the Pacific Northwest.

Wednesday, November 6th, 7:30pm
Phillip Red-Eagle is a Tacoma Native American writer and artist who
is co-founder of Raven Chronicles, a Northwest literary magazine
and president of the Intertribal Cultural Arts Coalition in Tacoma.
Robert Shimabukuro is an Okinawan American writer and editor
whose column, "Bull Session," appeared for may years in the
International Examiner. A resident of South Seattle, Robert is the
executive director of the Asian Pacific AIDS Council.
Tony Ginn is a Tacoma African American actor who also serves as
executive director of the Boys and Girls Club of Tacoma. A
graduate of the Estelle Harmon Acting Academy, Tony has
appeared in numerous television shows, films and plays.
DOUT.

BORDERS
2508 S. 38Th STREET

•
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Can Greek system survive changing times?
JEREMY KORST

Guest Writer
The Greek Community at the
University of Puget Sound is unique:
it provides an environment in which
upperclassmen can live on-campus
while experiencing most of the joys
of independence; a living arrangement in which one can choose to live
with 30-40 of his/her closest friends
on campus; and a situation that is
rich with educational, extracurricular and social opportunities- all of
which carmot be found anywhere
else on campus or in the surrounding community.
The Greek system at our school
is unlike any other I have visited,
read or heard about. The wild, unruly and uninhibited party scene
typified in movies, such as National
Lampoon's Animal House, or the
"jock" vs. "nerd" arrangement in
similar Hollywood productions,
simply does not exist on this campus. Rather, we have a very strong
and involved community of students
wishing to pursue lifelong friendships while enhancing and furthering their academic endeavors.
Our numbers speak for themselves: The all-Greek average GPA
has consistently ranked above the
non-Greek average. Each year, the
national and international Greek-letter organizations represented on our
campus award more than half a million dollars in scholarship funds for
undergraduate student members.
Further, numerous Houses on this
campus are ranked among the very
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top chapters within their general organizations.
In terms of campus and commUnity involvement, it is no secret that
the Greek community is among the
most active here, comprising a majority of the leadership within our
associated student body government
and other groups and forums. After
all, more than a third of the total student population at UPS belongs to a
Greek chapter. Each year, members
of the Greek community engage in
countless volunteer hours both on
and off campus, and conduct philanthropic events that raise thousands
of dollars for local charities.
It is also no surprise that our fraternities and sororities are bestequipped to provide social and extracurricular opportunities to the

campus. While the school does offer a couple campus-wide dances
and activities each year, it would be
difficult to formulate an argument
which proposes that our campus'
social scene does not revolve around
the Greek system.
Regardless of the strength of our
own UPS community, nationally the
Greek system is facing numerous
changes, challenges and threats. The
increased threat of litigation due to
negligence and similar factors have

environment, making it less costly
and easier for freshman to consider
joining a Greek organization. We are
trying to make it much less of a
hassle for upperclass Greek students
to associate with first-semester
freshmen to allow the freshman a
chance to better understand who we
are and what we stand for (note, this
is not an attempt to allow Greeks to
"rush" their individual House during the first semester, rather it will
simply allow some casual contact).

MICHAEL FARMER

Staff Writer
The days of Animal House are
long gone. Lawsuits and tougher
laws have curbed what once was a
vibrant expression of juvenile passions, and schools have become less
friendly to that timeless college institution; the Greek system. Talking
as one who is a Greek, and proud of
it, it is time to move forward from
the system as it is now. We are be-

ins
-

forced out organizations to reassess
our values, goals and operations. We
have been challenged to prove out
positive role on campuses
nationwide—while there have been
some failures to do so nationally, our
own UPS chapters have been some
of the leaders in this changing environment. Fraternities and sororities
are instating prdgrams to educate
members about the dangers of substance abuse, date-rape, sexual harassment, and programs that deal
with cultural and gender diversity.
Recently, we have witnessed a
decline in Rush numbers both nationally and at UPS. To face this
potentially devastating problem,
both Panhellenic (sororities) and the
InterFratemity Council (IFC) are
attempting to change freshman
"Rush" procedures to better, fit this

Until now, this has been an opportunity afforded only to independent
(non-Greek students). This is an unfortunate situation that has caused
some misunderstanding and division
between freshman and Greeks—we
are often seen as the exclusive,
snobby upperclassmen on the "other

lisgardless of the strength
of vur own 1/PS community,
vt;onally the Greek system
!Iacing numerous changes,
challenges and threats.
side" of Union Avenue—a situation
that has been caused by outdated
Rush regulations which all but outlaw any contact between Greeks and
freshman during the first semester.
It is a goal of our university to create a strengthened student-community on this campus. There is no
question in my mind that the fraternities and sororities here are the best
equipped to lead this charge. With
the diversity in temperaments, talents and convictions that our Greeks
system embodies, I would find it
hard to belief that anyone currently
attending UPS could not "fit-in" and
enjoy at least one house on campus.
Our goal as Greeks is to demonstrate
that fact through our actions, involvement and leadership. We have
overcome many challenges in the
recent-past, and we will be faced
with countless others in the coming.
future—our test is adapt and face
these challenges if we are to survive.

hind the times, and risk becoming
an anachronism because of it.
I'm not talking about "dry
houses", they don't work. I'm not
talking about hosting more date rape
informational meetings or organizing more "teeter-totter-a-thons". It is
now time for a truly new Greek experience, the coed fraternity.
The day is quickly approaching
when men and women will exist on
truly equal terms. Already we see a
trend towards equal pay, and equal
ability to get the jobs which are being offered. In this time of women
getting in to formerly all male military colleges, it is only a matter of
time before women first experience
the horror of combat in our armed
forces. Men and women are increasingly finding themselves as equal
partners in this experience known as

human life. The question is then,
why are fraternities and sororities
still single sex? Of course there are
numerous reasons: Men/women are
messy pigs, bathroom problems,
men/women act differently around
the opposite sex, men/women can
not fully develop themselves if the
other sex is around, etc., etc., etc.
Poppycock I say. All of these things
are true only because we don't allow young men and women to live
together. Do they want to? Is Anderson Langdon always the most requested dorm? The answer to both
these questions is yes.
There are, in fact, a few examples
of coed fraternities already around.
The Claremont Colleges (the place
our school wishes it was) don't have
any of the single variety, and two of
the coed type. Of course, the price
these organizations pay for the blasphemy is that there aren't any national coed Greek organizations (of
the social sense, honors frats aside
(Pi Beta Kappa).
It is time for the Greek system to
wakeup and take notice, indeed, the
whole school should pay close attention to the goings on around
them. No more of this single sex by
floor crap, no more all girls dorm,
everything should be coed by door.
Of course someone could say "But
I don't feel comfortable living next
door to someone of the opposite sex,
why do I have too?" I believe my
former next-door neighbor Dave
Martin once said it best, "College is
a learning experience in which 60%
of the learning is not to be found in
any text book". What I am getting
at is that learning to live with people
who are different than you can be
uncomfortable, frustrating, and painful. But for an example of the consequences of not trying, look to
Sarajevo, Rwanda, or Chechnya.
True tolerance starts with being will-
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ing to learn about those who are fundamentally different than you, and
it is never too costly, time consuming, or tiresome to try.
I will not argue with the claims
that we as Greeks are campus leaders in every sense of the word. We
are the single best organized entity
on this campus (administration included) and are a source of direction
for the entire institution. What we
must realize is that it is time to take
a radical departure from we have
come to know as Greek life. It is time
to learn from nature; we must either
adapt to the world which is fundamentally altering itself around us, or
perish as any biologically un-viable
organism must.

Opinióis
in ánini1e...
Doesn't it seem strange that
the tenure-line faculty idea gets
shot down and a certain academic
dean "concludes his service" a
week later?
Believe it or not, Top-Ramen
can get stale. So if you've bought
one of those Costco Top-Ramen
dealies—eat it fast. Don't let it
sit around for a whole year, especially if you like to eat it raw.
What's the deal with these
new Star Wars action figures?
Even at the height of his Jedi
power, Luke was never the
muscle bound goliath they sell
in stores today. Han Solo looks
more like Rowdy Roddy Piper
than the swashbuckling space
pirate we all knew and loved.
Take walks at night. This
weather is only going to hold for
a little while longer and then it
will be too cold to walk anywhere but to the SUB and back.
Take Puget Sound Avenue north,
its a good stroll.
We'll go with Keith on this
one: Mina Kennedy is bad-ass.
Stop wearing those Dr. Seuss
hats, you look silly.
If there's one thing that the
SUB is lacking, it's pop tarts.
Nothing can be finer than a
freshly roasted toaster pastry
filled with a thin film of molten
strawberry filling. Charge 150,
even 200 points, those babies
will sell like hotcakes. You can
even charge us for toaster usage,
the people will pay.
How about that new neon design in the window of the student store? 11mm, looks nice, but
if you want people to buy those
clothes you have hanging in
your window, try lowering your
prices or having a sale. It's getting cold out and people will
want another sweatshirt or
jacket, but nobody's going to
pay what your asking.
Nobody appreciates all those
lame forwarded e-mails until it's
the middle of the semester and
everyone is too busy to write you
and every time you check your
empty e-mail account you feel
like a loser. Keep that crap coming! Even those chain mail
things, they make us feel special.
I'll caste my vote for any
president who can make the
VAX machine run faster.

a
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Greeks + freshman?
In the October 10th issue of The
Trail, an important point was left out
in an article about interaction between freshman and Greeks. This
proposal has not yet been finalized
by Dean of Students Judith Kay. Kay
does look favorably upon the idea
of interaction between the two
groups during philanthropic and
scholastic activities. So, hopefully
Kay will pass this proposal quickly
and freshman can begin positive interaction with Greek students.
Patrick J. Maloney
Interfraternity Council President

Men are kinda scummy
If you're a woman, try living with
three or more men. Everyday you'll
learn something new about them.
The problem is you'll most likely
learn things you didn't really want
to know. It will probably get harder
and harder to stay open-minded.
Men aren't really scum. They sure
do seem like it sometimes though.
Some things are very important in
this world and one of those things is
that all people be given an equal
chance to live the highest quality life
possible. That doesn't mean everyone should have four cars, a mansion and all the money they'll ever
need, but that all people should have
a basic respect. Respect should not
be granted on the basis of race, sex,
creed, sexual orientation, political
orientation, personal handicap, economic station or hair color, but
granted regardless of all these things.
When you hear statements like,
"White people don't have the right
to act like niggers but black people
do," or "Screw the lower 50% of students in schools. They're just going
to end up working at McDonald's
anyway," it's probably safe to assume that there is a lack of respect.
And when you're the type of woman
who would never support the above
statements you're branded liberal
and feminist.
So I'm a liberal. I'm a feminist
too. But why is that so wrong? A liberal is someone who has a basic respect for human life. They will look
at what is wrong, see how people are
repressed or denied and try to fix it.
A feminist is an egalitarian. She is
not a female chauvinist, and does
not believe all of our problems will
be solved by reforming into a matriarchy instead of remaining in the
patriarchy. These terms have been
given a bad name, and people who
are labelled as such, are often viewed
as extremists, not capable of solving our society's problems.
And that is somewhat true. A person who is only a feminist and only
a liberal cannot heal our wounds. We
must recognize the diversity of beliefs as well as the diversity of
people. Many people believe in the
importance of personal economic
survival over the survival of the
population as a whole. Some think

we can build a strong country with
instruments of destruction. (Another
thing I heard: "What we need is a
good war.") But as much as I am
against them, they are against me.
We have to live together anyway. So
we have to compromise.
I will be a moderate on the outside and a feminist liberal at heart. I
will consider strongly what I believe,
then what others believe and try to
come up with a solution that fits us
both. I will lose part of my stand,
but at least I will be able to live with
the rest of my countrymen.
Dianna Woods

Clinton Parish response I
Here's a thought: the "obvious
intention" of the Fact of the Day in
October 14th's Tattler was to let
people know that, if elected, Gary
Locke would be the first Asian Pacific American governor of a mainland state. Putting a fact in the Tattler is not tantamount to soliciting
votes, regardless of what Mr. Parish
seems to think. He then goes on to
add that "this school should not support one candidate or another." Unfortunately for the point Mr. Parish
is attempting to make here, even if
the Asian Pacific American Student
Union is not the school, it is a group
of Asian Pacific American students.
Although we are both members of
APASU, we are speaking here as
individuals and we will proudly say
that we support Gary Locke, not because of the color of his skin, but
because of his stance on education
(especially his affirmations support
for higher education), his promotion
of social programs to the underclass,
and his impressive vision for the
State of Washington.
Only 4% of the population in
Washington State is Asian Pacific
American. Obviously, then, we cannot "think white people only vote for
whites..." because Gary Locke got
more than 4% of the vote. Indeed, it
seems Mr. Parish is guilty of his own
criticism; he assumes that because
we are Asian Pacific American, we
are voting for Gary Locke because
he is Asian Pacific American.
Mr. Parish says, "I think that
people should study the candidate
positions and vote their conscious
[sic], whether that is for Locke or
Craswell." It is definitely true that
people should vote for the candidate
they think is best regardless of party
affiliation, race, or gender. Perhaps,
though, Mr. Parish should take his
own advice and study the positions
of people who are supporting Gary
Locke, if indeed they are, rather than
issuing broad statements about their
voting patterns and labelling them
as racist.
We are aware that the constitution
states that only Americans may become governor of Washington State.
Because we call Gary Locke an
Asian Pacific American does not
mean he is any less American than
if we disregard his heritage. Gary
Locke is an American, just as we are
Americans. However, all three of us
are Asian Pacific Americans. This is
not a separatist movement. It is a
celebration of culture and heritage.
Being American means that we can
retain our values, traits, customs and

cultures, yet still be American. We
need not go back to Asia to be Asian,
just as we need not remain in
America to be American. We are
American citizens of Asian Pacific
heritage, regardless of where we are.
There is nothing wrong with celebrating the success of a fellow
Asian Pacific American. However,
our own endorsement of Gary Locke
extends much further than that, to the
issues that Mr. Parish claims that we
simply ignore.
If anyone chooses not to vote for
Gary Locke based on the issues, then
fine, we disagree. However, do not
cloud the issue with race when there
is no need to do so.
Dawn A. Le
Mina R. Kennedy
Asian Pacific Americans

Clinton Parish response U
I have just one question for
"Clinton E. Parish, American" in
response to his opinion about
APASU and Locke in your Trail. Are
you really that ignorant or are you
just trying to show off your narrowmindedness about the diversity issue at UPS? If you wanted to know
APASU's intentions behind showing
their support for Locke, you should
have just asked one of their officers
or gone to one of their meetings. It's
obvious from your "if they want to
be Asian, go to Asia, if they want to
be American, then stay here" comment that you don't understand what
it means to be Asian (or any minority for that matter) on this UPS campus. If that is the case, all you have
to do is attend any one of the ABC
Coalition's meetings and talk with
people. That is the only way this disturbing pattern of ignorance on this
campus can be broken. Become
aware of what it is like to be in a
minority group and maybe you
won't sound so ignorant the next
time you try to express your pride
for who you are.
Diana Latorre

President Kennedy?
For the president of the United
States this year, I am voting for Mina
Kennedy.
Sincerely,
Keith James

APASU intentions
Realizing there has been some
confusion recently over the aims and
purposes of the Asian Pacific American Heritage month, the current administration of the Asian Pacific
American Student Union (APASU)
would like to clarify a few important points.
Firstly, we want to thank all those
who have attended APASU meetings, come to events and lectures,
read the Tattler's Facts of the Day,
enjoyed our library display case,
supported us at our annual banquet,
and shown unity during our celebration month of Asian Pacific American heritage. Our month is a special
time of the year in which we can reflect back on our culture and history
in order to make sense of our often
chaotic world today. We are saddened by those who mistake our
celebration as one of anger, disharmony, or revisionist propaganda.

APASU is a positive proactive union
of Asian Pacific Americans that exists to educate the campus about our
specific issues and concerns. We
take pride in our unique bicultural
Asian Pacific American existence
and have turned that energy into a
powerful and effective tool for increased self-awareness, familial cohesion, and experiential learning.
Asian Pacific Americans are the
largest growing "ethnic minority"
population in the US, but unfortunately, the definition of who and
what is "American" still excludes the
pictures and voices of our diverse
peoples. Perhaps it is uncomfortable
for some to read about Asian exclusion laws, anti-immigrant crime, or
other acts of discrimination, but
APASU feels it is time that we expose this history as a way of breaking our own silence. We seek to shatter the unflattering image of APA's
as weak, unassimilable, "forever
aliens" who neither look, act, or
speak like the typical "American."
To know our history is to understand
our ancestors, to find a common
ground, and to learn from past mistakes. He is not separatism. Rather
APASU fulfills a void of Asian Pacific American history, culture, and
experience denied to all of us most
of our educational career.
Regarding Gary Locke, APASU
does not endorse him as the gubernatori al candidate of\ Tashington for
our members have not read the
candidate's platform nor expressed
their opinions. Instead we support
Gary Locke in his commitment as
an Asian Pacific American community leader, champion of Asian Pacific American rights, and role
model to our youth. Just as we would
support Asian Pacific American authors, musicians, athletes, professors
and entertainers, we support Gary
Locke as he breaks into a political
realm in which Asian Pacific Amencans have historically been absent.
Isn't that a newsworthy event if he
becomes the first Asian Pacific
American governor of a mainland
US state? It shows the strides and
success America is making to accurately represent all its people. The
more important question is why are
some threatened by this mere fact?
The fact is we are a nation of immigrants- diverse, beautiful and strong.
This is one fact that simply cannot
be denied.
To be Asian Pacific American is
more than just a label. We will not
be forced to choose one or the other,
for either way we would be denying
a large portion of our very being. In
fact, we are grateful to experience
the best of two worlds. Therefore we
have chosen. We have taken a stance.
We are Asian Pacific Americans.
And for once, we are defining our
identity for ourselves, under our own
terms, and in solidarity with other
Asian Pacific Americans.
Thanks again to all those who support APASU and our heritage month.
If you have any questions regarding
our organization, please feel free to
call us at 756-3662 and we'd be
more than happy to taljc
The 1996 Asian Pacific American
Student Union Administration

Students offer another core proposal
Editor in Chief

MIcwL FARMER
Staff Writer
The big decision this semester is
going to be who's core proposal gets
accepted as the new core system for
this school. Several students and
myself have come together with our
own plan which we feel will give us
both the best education and the minimum headache.
Our proposal starts with the realization that we need to all leave here
with a few skills. We feel that every
student should be able to read critically, organize this knowledge of a
source into exposition or oral rhetoric, and bring together differing ideas
and use these last two skills to propose new ideas and solutions from
them. Accordingly we have designed
a three seminar system of vertical

integration which will give students
these skills in sequence.
1st Seminar: Critical/Analytical
Reading- This class would focus on
a series of texts which increase in
difficulty. Students would be expected to learn the best methods of
outlining and grasping major concepts from these works. A model for
this class would be either History
200 or P0250.
2nd Seminar: Critical/Analytical
Reading and Explication- This class
would build off of the first. Students
would be expected to take their
knowledge of outlines and concept
reading and write critical prose on
the concepts included within. Emphasis would be placed on research
methods to find secondary sources
for support.
3rd Seminar: Creative Solutions

to the Human Dilemma- This class
would take the prior two and combine them into a class which would
teach students to take contrasting
viewpoints and data, analyze them,
and produce a final product which
melds these into a new outlook the
student arrives at hirnJherself. We
created this as a capstone and emphasized creativity as we felt that it
was the cornerstone of human
achievement and it is often neglected
in the rush to give our professors
something that they agree with.
We followed these seminars with
a series of core classes designed to
foster horizontal proliferation of
knowledge.
-Breadth
-Humanities (English, Philosophy, Religion)
-History

-Social Studies (Polities and Government, Economics, Psychology,
Sociology, Business)
-Science (Biology, Chemistry,
Math, Computer Science, Physics,
Geology, Astronomy) - 2 required
-Fine Arts
We have given History its own
requirement as we feel that in order
to have any understanding of the
present one must first have at least
some understanding of the past. The
huge variety of science courses require that we have more than just one
breadth requirement for them. The
school may want to consider taking
one of those required slots and making a Computer Science requirement
with it. No one should graduate from
the University of Puget Sound without a complete working knowledge
of computers.

7 - mbies are bomb-ass, vampires just suck
am I gonna be for Halrn gonna be modern. How
doe., oale do that, you ask? Well, for
starters, you throw out all your lameass v ampire movies, and you stock
up on flicks that feature the main
monster of the next millennium:
zombies. Looking for a monster that
truly embodies the rampant futurism
that the year 2000 inspires? The
zombie Is IT.
For starters, zombie movies are
of consistently higher quality than
vampire pictures. Sure, vampires
have their moments (The Fearless
Vampire Killers and Nicholas Cage's
The Vampire's Kiss are big favorites
in my house), but they also hit some
pretty appalling lows. Zombies, on
the other hand, can always be
coui::ed on to deliver a solidly entertaining scare-a-thon. Admit it
people: Dead Alive (the goriest horror movie ever made, hands down)
is artistically superior to Interview

with the Vampire. You'll never catch

a zombie spouting some lame, existential bollocks about how tortured
he is and how much he hates being
a zombie. The only people who
whine in zombie movies are the
puny humans, and it's a sure bet
those wussies are gonna get their
brains sucked through red vines before the credits roll.
Zombie movies have better dialogue ("Your mother ate my dog!"
"Not all of it."), better special effects, and better cinematography (I'll
take George Romero 's nightmarish
countrysides over a bunch of Parisian decadence shot through a brown
filter any day.)
Even better, zombies are actually
frightening. There's scores of rubes
out there who actually WANT to be
vampires. They put on their stupid
little black outfits, pout around indoors until the sun goes down, and
then they go act like prats in front of

band-s who all sound like the Sisters
of Mercy. Any monster that people
want to be is not truly frightening.
Nobody wants to be a zombie (except for me and like five other people
in the whole world) becatise zombies are nasty-looking. Vampires all
possess the sort of generically cold

T FF
beauty that makes angst-y college
students swoon. I'll admit it, the sex
scene in Innocent Blood was pretty
appealing, but that's the whole problem. When people think about vampires, they envision some dark love
machine carrying them off to a den
of Satanic delights. Think about
zombies and you start stockpiling
food and guns in your basement.

See? THAT'S scary.
Finally, zombies are ethically Superior to vampires. Vampires are a
pack of chump parasites who must
drink the blood of the living to survive. They are dependant on humanity, dig? Zombies eat brains because
they want to. They don't give a crap
about humanity, because (this is irnportant) zombies are a WHOLE
NEW FORM OF LIFE. They aren't
just reanimated dead flesh, they're
something completely new that has
grown out of humanity's discarded
and forgotten corpses. They are defiantly modern,a product of both ancient magic and industrial technology. When the big millennium hits,
zombies are GO.
So that's it. Zombies rule, vampires are lame. Night of the Living
Dead is about a thousand times
scarier than Dracula.
What am I gonna be for Halloween? I'm gonna be a zombie.
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World of wrestling takes disturbing twist
JAMES CONOVER

Contributing Editor
A couple of weeks ago, the World
Wrestling Federation's "Big Bang
Boom" tour came to the Tacoma
Dome. Needless to say I was there,
along with my friend Tim and my
brother Bobby. Though I hardly ever
watch wrestling anymore, I still
think of myself as a huge wrestling
fan. The WWF was a big part of my
childhood, as with many guys my
age. That's why I was so sorely disappointed when I saw how grossly
pathetic the World Wrestling Federation has become.
The first few matches of the
evening were fairly unexciting.
Wrestling matches are always this
way, so I was jus' chillin' and waiting for the real matches to start. The
real matches never started. One
match featured Jake "The Snake"
Roberts, who used to be one of my
favorite wrestlers. When he came out
I was in shock. The guy has tunmed

into a complete fat-ass. As some of
you may know, the WWF was recently slapped with all kinds of suits
claiming that the wrestlers were using steroids. Now that they don't
have their steroids, they are all either pot-bellied or just plain weak.
Jake Roberts was lookin' mighty
sad. It made me sick to look at that
hairy old man with his bulging stomach, spare tires and fat ass bursting
out of his spandex tights.
I burst out laughing when I saw
who was wrestling next. First this
guy who was supposed to be a stuffy
polo player from Great Britain
waltzed out as harpsichord music
played. Obviously this guy was supposed to be the rich foreign snob we
hard working blue collar Americans
all want to kill. As with all of the
other wrestlers, he was all flab and
no muscle.
His opponent came in next, and
he looked familiar to me. That's
when my brother and I realized that
it was none other than Leapin' Lanny

Poffo! Back when I was like eight
years old, Lanny Poffo was one of
those guys that the good wrestlers
got to use as a punching bag. That
wussie used to get tossed around like
a sack of potatoes. Now he's a big
star in the WWF, and he has a manager with huge breasts named Sunny
that looks like some chick out of
Hustler magazine. Why? Because
he's all the \VWF has left! It's just
ridiculous. It's not even funny.
The final match of the night featured Shawn Michaels, a wannabe
heartthrob, versus an obviously homosexual drag queen character
named Gold Dust. At this point the
wrestling -extravaganza took a disturbing twist. Gold Dust, dressed in
a skin tight gold bodysuit, was the
"bad guy" of this match and fondled
Michaels' ass repeatedly. I thought
a riot was going to break out in the
crowd, as every single person in the
place called Gold Dust names. Now,
I'm not a sensitive guy when it
comes to language, and virtually

nothing offends me. Still, when the
guy behind you is yelling "You
fucking fudge packer!" while his
five-year-old son yells "Die, Gold
Dust, die!" you kind of start to think
that this world is really messed up.
There were about ten little kids right
in front of me, and they were all yelling "Faggot! Faggot!" at the top of
their lungs.
I could not believe the WWF had
sunk so low; they lost all of their
good wrestlers and most of their fans
so now they make fun of "fucking
queers" just to stay alive.
Basically, the WWF has completely gone down the tubes. They
have lost all of their good wrestlers
to the immensely popular WCW, and
have resorted to tactics to draw
crowds that I didn't think even professional wrestling would stoop to.
- My evening at the WWF match
was fun, but only because it was so
absurd and pathetic. I'm never going to one again. Neither should you;
There's my opinion.

Jamie Tilotta

Editorial Policy
The Puget Sound Trail is
published weekly by the
Associated Students of the
University of Puget Sound.
Opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the view of
the Associated Students, the
University or its Board of
Trustees. Staff Editorials are the
opinion of the majority of the core
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section are printed at the
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and do not necessarily reflect the
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Green beans worse than crack,
campus in flaming ruions
J. G. Girrr
Staff Addict
Due to the high-pressure
tactics employed by the University of Puget Sound Hype
Machine during "Alcohol
Awareness Week" reports of
students suffering from green
bean overdose symptoms have
tripled in the past week. Student Health Services announced that they were quite
displeased with the
University's campaign, calling
it "irresponsible, dangerous,
and awful dumed stupid" in a
press conference called to discuss the epidemic.
The trouble began when
University marketing wizards
decided to use "Green Beans"
as a subtle code for alcohol,
allowing them to address issues of campus alcohol abuse
with a series of inane slogans.
Current favorites include:
"How many cans of green
beans does it take to make your
weekend fun?" and "If your
friends had a six pack of green
beans every weekend, would
you ask them about it?" When
asked about the effects of these
slogans, ASUPS resident

nutty psychologist Dave Bradley said, "Well, they're misleading and dangerous, of course.
That's why we chose them. It
was our goal to make students
gorge themselves sick on lowbudget green beans. That way,
they'd be far too sick to drink
booze and the campus alcohol
problem would be eliminated."
Despite such noble intentions, Student Health Services
researchers feel that the campaign may be doing more harm
than good. "It's a catastrophe,"
said Dr. Donna Williams, head
of Health Services' "Fixing up
Junkies" division. "The entire
plan has backfired. We've got
scores of kids coming in here
with collapsed veins from trying to inject those damn beans
intravenously. Many of these
kids are turning an awful, sickly
green color from excessive bean
consumption. Worst of all, the
withdrawal pangs are so severe
that we're having to get them
drunk just to make the pain a bit
more bearable."
We here at The Pu get Sound
Trail are committed to journalistic excellence. Because of our
undying vow to bring the Students of UPS only the highest

A MAFIA DON, masterminding the green bean epidemic.
The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
suc" las h: set off from the rest of this paper RembIarce o ;y person, place, or Don Corteon
'!thout
ziric! ntni are strictly coincidenta'—so back off.

thing about it because if they are
friends that means there is more
than one of them. This means
that at least two people are splitting six cans of food between
them over a period of three
nights (Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday). To run with the lame
little analogy these people have
going, I would also not give my
friends any trouble if they split
a six-pack of beer between them
over the weekend. That is not a
lot of beer. That is about how
much my parents drink when
they're feeling a bit frisky over
the weekend.
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ANOTHER GREEN BEAN VICTIM dies in agony.

quality investigative reporting,
we risked having to watch
something extremely unpleasant and spent a few days living
and talking with a group of
green bean addicts. These
"beanies" are an appalling lot.
They are also grotesquely ignorant. When asked why they
chose their particularly revolting habit over more socially acceptable addictions like crystal
meth or snorting Ritalin, we
were told, "We thought it
would improve our mental capacity, like alcohol. Those
green bean posters really
suckered us. We ate twelve
cases of those damn things trying to get a buzz. We finally
ended up puking for six hours
until our systems were totally
purged of all substances other
than vegetable matter. At that
point we finally started to feel
a bit dizzy, but I think it might
have been dehydration. We all
thought it was pretty awful, but
we thought we'd try again next
weekend. After that, we were
hooked. Iwantto quit, but Ijust
can't. It hurts so damn much.
Can't you please help me?
Please? Please? Auehregh." At
that point, all the bean addicts

started twitching around like
the zombies in Dead Alive after they get shot full of animal
stimulant. Your intrepid journalists fled, fearing for their
sad little lives.
At the risk of losing our
tenuous grasp on journalistic
ethics, we here at The Puget
Sound Trail would like to dis-

iprvf of all the
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inaAi the pain bearable."
- Dr. Ilonna Williaiiis
pense with impartiality for a
moment and deliver an editorial comment. These green
bean posters are the stupidest
idea in the whole world. Green
beans and alcohol have nothing to do with each other, and
even if they did, the poster slogans are irritatingly lame and
badly written. If my friends
had a six-pack of green beans
every weekend, I definitely
would not ask them a damn

to I/hike

stJftIentc gorge themselves
swk on low budget green
h/CdlIS"

have JIr;idlev
11

How many cans of green
beans does it take to make my
weekend fun? NONE. Green
beans are stupid, not fun. The
green bean campaign is an insult
to all college-educated Americans. I hate the stupid "BeanMan" cartoons, I hate seeing him
everywhere I turn, and I hate his
leading questions. What are you
trying to imply? Are you hinting that I have some kind of
problem? I'm getting mighty
sick of your crap, "Bean-Man."
You come around here, start
sticking your pointy schnozz in
my business, and eating all my
food. To top it off, you then have
the temerity to imply that I am
some kind of useless lush and
my friends are ignorant alcoholics. I do not have a goddamn
problem, you're the one with the
problem, and if you don't get the
hell off my property in the next
five minutes, I'm a-gonna shoot
your ass. You BASTARD.
Now then. Where's my gin
and tonic?

. The Puget Sound Trail: Schizophrenic and suicidal

